
 

FORCED ACTION  
MIXERS 

DATA SHEET 

120 LTR  



WHAT IT MIXES  

◼  Resin bound gravel 

◼  Rubber crumb/softfall  

   material 

◼  Tiling compounds 

◼  Resins & polymers 

◼  Concrete repair materials 

◼  Self-levelling compounds 

◼  Fillers 

◼  Plaster 

◼  Mortar 

◼  Screed 

 

PRODUCT CODES  

110 volt          23-4002 

Also available in 240 volt for EU 

and other global markets, please 

enquire for further details 

◼  European design and  

   engineering 

◼  Select from 100 ltr or 120 ltr,  

   with a choice of 110 volt or  

   240 volt motor for both  

   options 

◼  Drum size equals the full  

   mixing capacity - a  

   100 ltr drum gives a 100 ltr mix 

◼  Integrated trowel holder  

◼  Tapered pan design for  

   effective mixing with an extra  

   wide chute to ensure fast  

   emptying  

◼  Lid incorporates a cut-out     

   switch for extra safe operating  

◼  Durable galvanised pan for an  

   increased life span 

◼  Large wheels and adjustable  

   legs for optimum use in  

   construction site environments  

◼  Three serrated bag splitters  

   on hinged lid for clean,  

   speedy filling  

 

◼  Empty into a bucket stood on  

   the hinged frame; or hinge the  

   frame up and empty into a  

   barrow which can be  

   positioned right under the  

   delivery chute  

◼  Ergonomically designed frame  

   makes it easy to tip mixer on  

   its back - great for loading into  

   a small van or truck  

◼  Complete arm and blade  

   assembly easily removed to  

   facilitate cleaning  

◼  Four arms with large paddles  

   for fast and efficient mixing  

◼  On/off switch for motor fully  

   protected in all environments  

◼  Chute guard removable for an  

   easy-clean  

◼  Reinforced back axle designed  

   for heavier loads  

◼  Height adjustable legs for  

   compatibility with site barrows 

◼  Balance wheels for  

   easy loading   
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www.aristospray.com/morser-forced-action-mixers/ 

FEATURES & BENEFITS  

TECHNICAL DATA  

DRUM  
CAPACITY 

MIXING  
CAPACITY 

MOTOR RPM WEIGHT WIDTH HEIGHT WARRANTY 

120 ltr 120 ltr 1.1 kW 30 123 kg 77 cm 108 cm 12 months 

Four mixing arms and 
paddles 

Extra wide chute Chute guard Serrated bag splitter Balance wheels 


